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n the back of my Uncorrected Proof copy of Katherine Schifani’s Cartography: 

Navigating a Year in Iraq, novelist Ben Fountain blurbs: “Cartography is, in a 

word, brilliant. […] Schifani’s searing, surreal, and at times hilarious memoir is the 

definitive guide to the multivalent insanities of the American War in Iraq.”  

Yes, and this isn’t the hyperbole of a cover blurb. This short memoir is the most moving 

and insightful book I’ve read about America’s post-9/11 wars (possible excepting Dexter Filkin’s 

famous The Forever War), executed with exquisite precision. The premise is simple. Schifani, an 

Air Force Officer, is deployed to Iraq for a year, nominally as a counterterrorism advisor but in 

fact as a kind of Radar O'Reilly or Milo Minderbinder, managing supplies for two dozen Green 

Berets and hundreds of Iraqi allies. She tells the things that happened during that time. 

The correct term would not be “deployed” but “mis-deployed,” as Schifani is a B-52 

maintenance officer who doesn’t speak a word of Arabic, untrained in any of the activities she 

finds herself doing, largely lost to her own Air Force command structure. And certainly to a 
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contemporary American reader, the memoir’s dominant theme will be the pervasive 

incompetence of the American project. Gear doesn’t work. A table-sized printer imported by the 

Special Forces to print their mission maps functions precisely once, in theater, to print a giant 

color poster of a naked woman masturbating with an assault rifle—then it craps out forever. 

There are forklifts that can only turn left, and armored vehicles that can’t turn at all, churning up 

the yards of Iraqi homes. Generators and water filtration devices are imported to the base and 

installed at enormous expense, but, alas, never turned on. A thousand rifle-cleaning kits are 

dumped into a landfill by our Iraqi allies, who then demand more. For the most part, the 

important Iraqis with whom the Americans interact are transparent grifters and hoarders. The 

less important translators have their own lives and concerns; sometimes they translate, 

sometimes they don’t even bother, in part because the Americans’ faults are quite different. The 

American mission now is to build things and relationships, and for this our forces are 

spectacularly ill-adapted, ignorant and aggressively incurious. Schifani’s Air Force superiors 

make comic cameos, insisting on rules, salutes, mottos they’ve coined, or computer-based 

training for which there are no computers. 

It's unfair, however, to make Schifani’s memoir sound like Catch-22. The incompetence 

bubbles up only because the opposite vision will be so pervasive in her audience, so pervasive in 

contemporary American life, of the American military as somehow uniquely competent and 

selfless. Schifani merely tells the things that happened, which would chip away at any myth. The 

details are riveting but immediately plausible to anyone who has worked in government service. 

If one were to come to the book with, say, the dormant vision of the American military as blood-

thirsty baby killers, one would be similarly disabused. There are competent and well-meaning 

Americans and Iraqis. The Special Forces troops with whom Schifani is stationed disappear into 
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the night to grab suspected insurgents, and Schifani leaves her reader with a sense that this 

mission they accomplish just fine. 

It is Schifani’s style to argue almost nothing explicitly, but to keep the camera aperture 

very tight. In effect, ‘Here is what was said. Here is what I saw.’ At times I throw up my hands. 

Where are you? And when? Who is this new person you named? How old is he? What does he 

look like? Given the authority vested in veterans by our culture, it is always frustrating to watch 

how reflexively veterans disavow any grander vision. (“Okay, does sound miserable,” you want to 

interrupt, “but how are things going in general? Should we be over there?”) In Schifani’s book 

the reticence is very effective indeed, echoing with her impossible situation, as a tall, blonde, 

intelligent, gay woman. This is before the repeal of “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell.” If Schifani doesn’t 

talk…well, how could she? “Homo” is a routine pejorative. The Special Forces boys are Special 

Forces boys; it is their world to ask Schifani if she likes strap-ons and lube. The Iraqis are even 

more baffled. The Iraqi women literally don’t know how to speak to her, or even to look at her; 

they hand her headscarves and babies. To the Iraqi men she is Naqueeb Jameela, “Captain 

Beautiful.” Some seethe with fury that a woman is allowed to speak to them at all, or to drive a 

car. Some show deep avuncular concern that she get properly married, and Schifani fends off a 

number of comic proposals. 

Once away from politics and myth, literature emerges. There is the Schifani character, 

sharp and brittle and well-meaning and competent. She scours the internet for printer parts, 

gamely trying to revive the map printer. She acquires a water tank for our Iraqi allies, even if it 

means driving 11 miles in a forklift that can only turn left. The Iraqi base commander is 

inordinately proud of his barber shop, manned by disabled vets. Schifani does the right thing. 
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She sits for a crazy haircut. At a café table, she lights off a magazine of blanks into the Iraqi 

night. If that’s what it takes for the kebab man to get to keep his house, that’s what it takes. 

It tempts the reader to think we could actually win this thing. If the U.S. is going to 

undertake missions like this, maybe we can find more Schifanis. She memorizes the first chapter 

of the Quran to recite at a funeral for a local contractor. (The other American in attendance 

engraves a penis into his plastic chair.) Maybe Schifani can pull this off! But come on, let’s face it, 

that’s a myth as well. Schifani doesn’t truck with myths, and isn’t that the very worst myth of all? 

Being capable and well-meaning doesn’t mean that you get to win. Perhaps uniquely in the 

history of war literature, Schifani seems immune to self-love. Sure, she means well. She tries 

hard. But she fails. People get hurt and killed. The camera never falters. 

This is a war memoir, of a war that America essentially lost—certainly one that we 

mishandled—so it’s tempting to look for lessons. Maybe one lesson is that the Americans here 

are tourists. Schifani’s year is almost done and she still has the same conversation we’ve seen 

throughout the book. She asks her translator why his fellow Iraqis won’t let him join the meal. 

He starts to explain but gives up. How many times does this happen in the book? Dozens. 

Another unresolved mystery. In contrast, the most competent figures are not tourists. There’s 

the Iraqi base commander proud of his fire station and his barbershop. There’s the Special 

Forces commander on his ninth tour. There’s another long-term American who handles 

intelligence. 

So maybe that’s the key? No more one-year tours? Stick it out, like in the old British 

Empire? If you’re going out, stay out until the job is done? More likely it just means I’m falling 

for it, looking for ways we might have won, when who says we could have? It’s not like Schifani 

is the first to talk about war’s limitless waste and futility. Most years I teach Heart of Darkness, 
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and Schifani’s account fits with what Joseph Conrad saw, working for the Belgians in the Congo. 

“The flabby, pretending, weak-eyed devil of a rapacious and pitiless folly.” Shakespeare knew 

how Hector really died. It’s not like this stuff is secret.  

I suppose I fell for it in another way was well. I confess, reading this memoir, I was 

tempted to imagine living in a country in which this fine book received the audience it deserved. 

It would be an audience willing to acknowledge our recent defeats, and curious about them. Just 

indulge the thought experiment. A small book, an unknown author, an academic publisher, a 

boring, cryptic title. A book that doesn’t regard any of our easy myths of the American military. 

(‘They’re the best of us.’ ‘They’re competent.’ ‘They’re selfless.’)  

  Schifani tells the anecdote of trying to return an M9 pistol that an American Army soldier 

lost on her base. Her Iraqi allies found it, did inventory, realized it wasn’t one of theirs. So 

Schifani and translator try to return the pistol to the US Army command that lost it. Some soldier 

just dropped it, probably. Fell out of his holster. 

I wonder how most Americans imagine this scenario would play out. Remember, 

although Iraq is awash in weapons, there will be a million regulations about them, especially 

American weapons. Remember, the receiving commander has to admit that one of his soldiers 

probably made a mistake. To receive the pistol. From an Air Force Officer whom he outranks, 

and who is a woman, and probably three inches taller than he is. And remember, there are 

others who could be blamed, including Iraqis. This is a Lieutenant Colonel. Anyway, if you don’t 

know, and you’re curious, Schifani will tell you what happened. It may hurt a little bit. You think, 

who is this Schifani, anyway? Doesn’t she respect the flag? ‘They’re the best of us.’ ‘They’re 

competent.’ ‘They’re selfless.’ I mean, what does it cost to say so? 
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Forces: Poems. Lisa Stice. Middle West Press LLC, 2021. $11.99, 

112 pp.  
Reviewed by Caroline F. M. Hampshire 

United States Air Force Academy 
 

isa Stice’s newest poetry collection Forces brings her audience awareness of a feeling 

that is immediately recognizable to military members and their families but often 

eludes us until it is explicitly named:  in-between.  In-between houses, in-between 

assignments, in-between training, in-between departures and homecomings “with miles behind 

… / and more ahead” (“Sometimes When I’m Walking” 20).  Forces suspends us in this liminal 

state in-between the uncontrollable “forces” that set us in motion, stop or slow us, propel us 

through time: marriage, parenthood, careers, deployments.  In her “Notes,” Stice explains: “In 

Forces, I pull inspiration from military jargon, literature, and art” to find a way to “bring calm and 

beauty to the chaos” (103).  This most recent publication joins her larger body of poetic work 

that seeks to retain “a sense of control” at times when the military controls our lives (103).  I 

approached her collection as a military member, a military spouse, a mother, a pet owner, an art 

and book lover—in each of these roles, I found solace in her writing. 

 This collection works through these uncontrollable forces in an order reminiscent of the 

transitory lifestyle that defines the military, and Stice titles her sections accordingly as 

Operational, Gravitational, Defensive, Frictional, Tensile, and Magnetic forces.  Like the military 

philosophies that Stice draws on, her text is markedly doctrinal, offering military families 

strategies and after-action-reports on the art of balancing these forces “in the wait / again / this 

limbo of / here for now” (“Here We Are” 77).  Stylistically, Stice works in shorter poetic 

structures, returning most often to two or three stanza forms, while also experimenting with 

L 
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unique visual spacing that shows how the speaker reacts to these forces at both a macro 

interpersonal and micro individual—even cellular—level.  She describes “non-linear / irregular 

warfare inside the body” (“Somatic Growth” 36) as she reminds us that what happens on the 

home front “is war, too…but we don’t ever say that” (“Dependents” 35).  The inspirational 

elements that Stice draws on—“military jargon, literature, and art,” and, I would add, nature—are 

the connective tissues between these phases as we progress from Operational to Magnetic 

(103). 

The overarching voice of Forces seems to come directly from Lisa Stice herself.  Over the 

course of the collection, we join her, her daughter Saoirse, and their dog Seamus as they ready 

themselves to encounter the forces of life as a military family, beginning with the Operational—a 

force comprised of goodbyes, unknowns, training, casualties.  Operational initially defines the 

state of subjectivity in-between unseen forces for the speaker.  In the poem that responds to the 

cover art of this collection, “Woman Holding a Balance,” the speaker describes Johannes 

Vermeer’s 1664 painting with a structure that illuminates this subjective state as she moves from 

“behind” to “before” to “within”: 

 

 behind her: 

 a healing grace 

 ………………. 

  

 before her: 

 value weighed 

 ………………. 
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 within her: 

 blood of generations … (11) 

In this poem’s structure and the cover art painting, we get a sense of the speaker’s role as a 

military partner and a mother striving to balance herself and her family in the midst of these 

forces.  Stice mirrors this structure and the speaker’s position in “Devising the Strategy,” where 

the speaker seeks “to achieve the aim,” or assert control over these forces, through 

“communication,” “planning,” and “adaptation”: 

 

 communication: me saying I am afraid 

 and I am worried … 

 ……………………………….. 

 

 planning: losing hours of sleep 

 visualizing how I will safely 

 load and unload a girl and a dog 

 from the car in a parking lot 

 ……………………………….. 

 

 adaptation: somehow it always 

 happens without me really thinking (9) 

 

In this poem, the speaker attempts to regain her own feeling of control as the requirements of 

the military move her partner towards another departure, eventually realizing that we inevitably 
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reach “adaptation” and our days “[move] forward / tasks completed with a utility of force” after a 

goodbye (however temporary) (9).  

“Devising the Strategy” also introduces Stice’s revelatory conversational style that so 

often builds the interpersonal setting between her poems’ characters, wherein we see various 

forces (and persons) vying for control: 

 

 communication: me saying I am afraid 

 and I am worried and the dog just 

 laid on the mat for hours because  

you forgot to say goodbye to him 

 and the car needs engine coolant 

 and don’t forget I love you and 

 you saying I am also afraid and 

 I won’t forget to include him next 

 time and it’s on the bottom shelf 

 on the left side of the garage and 

 I know and don’t forget I love you … (9) 

 

Here Stice’s speaker and the speaker’s partner communicate before the departure.  Stice stacks 

and enjambs spoken lines on top of each other without punctuative pause before shifting 

character perspectives, exhibiting the kind of urgency and to-do listing that so often frames 

these pre-separation conversations. 

 Moving inward from these macro interpersonal interactions, Stice then visually depicts 

the speaker’s position in Operational through the first of the micro body imagery poems in this 
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collection, “Every Cell Expresses,” to show that even our cells react to these forces “to be altered 

on the smallest level in normal /    and in diseased states”: 

 ion channels     flowing through 

 neurons   muscle   cardiomyocytes   oocytes 

 sometimes overexpressing … (13) 

 

Through this language, Stice demonstrates that these life forces we encounter from Operational 

to Magnetic and their reverberations—separation, planning, communication, pacing, 

introspection—affect even our physical states, our own bodies, the things with which we should 

feel the most autonomy. 

Following Operational Stice allies herself with Gravitational and Defensive forces in 

response to the hardships that the Operational force introduced, suggesting that not all forces 

in life and the military work against us.  In the body imagery written here, spaces in between her 

words increase and are interspersed with military diction in “Somatic Growth”: 

 

 sometimes inconsistent with plotted charts— 

     strategy          technical intelligence 

 theory         operational forces               art 

………………………………………… 

 

to neural doctrine and hormonal law 

    to the principles of platelets               offer … (36) 
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This poem envisions our own somatic development as a military function and process, 

vulnerable to actions of bureaucracy and administration: “a caveat / of integrated chaos soon to 

be /     explained     on white paper” (36). 

She begins and ends Gravitational in the aforementioned conversational setting, now 

between mother and daughter, leading readers through their Socratic questioning as they orient 

themselves and each other to the earth and a universe when a partner and parent cannot be 

present: “but you say this is not earth anymore / we are on the moon and you show me / how to 

walk because I need to know (“Spaceship Pretend” 24).  Through these conversations, the 

speaker seeks stability even as she falls and spins, as shown in the opening poem for 

Gravitational, “What Keeps Us Grounded”: 

 

       … This is how to walk on the moon, 

and I follow your example as best I can. 

 

Did you know the Earth spins? you ask 

while I stir pasta into boiling water, 

and I say, Yes and Be careful. (19) 

 

Throughout Gravitational, the daughter challenges (but supports) the speaker’s orientation, as 

shown in the poem that ends this section “A Meditative Morning,” structurally mirroring “What 

Keeps Us Grounded” with a stable three-line, three-stanza form but breaking the strict 

punctuation and capitalization:  

 

 what is time, you ask 
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 it is already passing 

 before my answer 

 

 who built me, you ask 

 I ask, do you remember 

 being built—you nod (32) 

 

In this poem, we still get the speaker’s desire to remain oriented and in control, reconciling with 

her own and her daughter’s conceptions of growth. 

Once oriented by the Gravitational force, the speaker seeks to employ a more active 

response to the uncontrollable forces in life and war; she turns to an assembly of Defensive 

force interlocutors and their conflict pedagogy.  In Defensive, Stice calls upon Sun Tzu, Van 

Gogh, Seamus Heaney, Donatello, the seasons, and nature as her strategists to aid our 

fortification against the Operational force and the opposing forces to come (Frictional, Tensile, 

Magnetic).  “The Art of Being Snowed In” responds to Sun Tzu’s The Art of War with a listed 

snow day strategy: 

 

1. In all practicality, there will become a point when the snow loses its 

novelty. For the child, it is 10 minutes. For the dog, it is one day 

and one sleep. For the mother, it ends when the child loses interest. (38)  

  

In this excerpt, along with other moments in the collection, the speaker grants us instruction and 

clever insights into the domestic-pastoral existence that necessarily persists through each 

military absence or separation.  Stice shows us how her daughter’s defenses in this existence 
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continue to challenge and question the unseen forces at work.  Stice writes in “Explaining the 

Summer Solstice to a Nearly Four-Year-Old”: 

 

 I am proud, in a way, 

 of how luminous 

 she looks in her 

 defiance to sleep, 

 how she stands 

 arms folded holding 

 onto an incandescent 

 belief that the world 

 spins on logic … (45) 

 

In response, the speaker applies her own pastoral defensive strategy in “Seamus Heaney’s To-Do 

List” that begins with a literal application of Heaney’s “Digging” labor philosophy.  Stice’s words 

in this introduction exhibit a distinctly physical interaction with the earth that I would describe as 

a poet prescribing a healthy dose of earthing therapy designed to find “the good turf” (Heaney).  

Stice recommends, “dig with bare hands / see the earth / under the fingernails” (42).  In this 

poem, the speaker suggests that, when we touch the earth, or when we write “with pen and ink,” 

we interact with a primitive part of ourselves that balances the uncontrollable forces in our lives, 

enabling us to “find the miracles / in the now-and-then / in the often-missed” (42). 

After the speaker engages with gravity and establishes her defenses, she experiences 

climactic forces of clashing together and pulling apart in Frictional and Tensile.  In these 
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sections, the spaces in Stice’s poems become vast, stretched, but they remain interwoven with 

the language of nature that has kept this speaker grounded and flexible: 

 

  wind at play 

      in autumn                                leaves 

           gray               squirrel                    leaping …  (“Cleft Speech” 78) 

 

Frictional tries the defenses of the speaker, examining the too-close interpersonal interactions 

that sometimes lead to dissension among crowded familial ranks with “partly cloudy moods 

followed by / torrents of tears and screams” coming from the speaker’s daughter (“Warning” 

54).  Stice is aware that these interactions attempt to split our defenses and camaraderie, and 

she appropriately responds in “This One Is Mine” with a tenet of United States Marine Corps 

doctrine, William J. Rupertus’ “The Rifleman’s Creed”: 

 

 There are others like her (maybe), but 

 this one is mine. I am useless, it is 

 true, without her. She and I know  

 there was no time before her. And 

 she has a father. We teach her to  

 be clean and ready … (62) 

 

The speaker readies her daughter in the same way that a marine might ready their rifle—“This is 

my rifle. There are many like it, but this one is mine” (Rupertus)—and she highlights a notable 

state of interdependence between her and her daugher: “I am useless, it is / true without her. 

She and I know / there was no time before her.”  Stice’s diction and mirroring of Rupertus’ creed 
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asserts that this close dependence (and “dependent status”) implied in friction are forms of 

positive control over these forces, in the same way that military members learn to “maintain 

positive control” of a rifle. 

 After facing division in Frictional, the speaker must face the Tensile force—a stretching 

outlined by uncomfortable growth, flexibility, and introspection.  Stice frames this section with 

two poems that look inward at her own writing practice as a reaction to unseen forces, the 

medium through which the speaker dynamically strategizes with nature and art.  She begins 

with “Breaking Point,” stating,  

 

There is always a maximum. 

I think I have reached it, 

………………………….. 

 

ink and graphite seep. Give me 

paper to soak it all up, … (69) 

 

We see the progression of her practice at the end of Tensile when she states, “words moved 

from paper / to hard drive—originally / in pen—it is not a cursive / kind of morning” (82).  In 

Tensile, between the speaker’s “breaking point” (69) and her acquiescence that there is “no need 

for loops and swirls” (82), time passes.  During that time, unstoppable metamorphoses take 

place as her child grows, the seasons change, night turns to day: 

 

 my daughter has outgrown 

 her own bones rising 
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 stretching and ready to run 

 like a flightless bird 

 wild into darkness  (“Yesterday Is Extinct” 70) 

 

Stice continues in this metamorphosis motif in “Autumn Change”: 

 

……………………..… My daughter’s growth-curve curves 

 down, a dormant sort of growing that keeps her smaller than 

 her friend’s two-year-old sister, that surprises strangers when 

 she says, look that’s an octagon, not a full stop, just enough 

 to wonder, but I digress. I noticed the days shortening, fog 

 wandering in with morning’s coolness. (74) 

 

In “Autumn Change,” the speaker illuminates the unrelenting passage of time with repeated 

transitions of “but I digress,” also used as separators to parallel her daughter’s growth with the 

changing of the days and the changing of the seasons. 

On the other side of this stretched growth, Stice meets the final force, Magnetic.  In this 

concluding section of Forces, Stice grants us a wearied yet hopeful rejoining and resolution that 

echo so many of the dilemmas she presents throughout the collection as we were subject to 

these uncontrollable forces—still waiting to discover “an established / secret somewhere 

between the lines” (“Ritual” 3).  The speaker accesses this secret—a magnetic force, perhaps—

when her dog and her daughter become her newest instructors of strategy (allying with Heaney 

and Sun Tzu) as in her poem titled “Norwich Terrier Explains How to Dig a Hole”: 
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begin with purpose  

an end-goal to unearth 

a secret: a bumble bee 

……………………. 

 

to keep tossing dirt 

until a small hill grows 

behind you, then lie down 

and rest in the coolness (96) 

 

Her daughter explains “he makes me braver” (“3 Haiku” 97) echoing her sentiments towards 

their dog that the speaker highlights in “The School Project Asks, ‘What Makes You a Star’” in 

Gravitational: “my daughter draws a spaceship / with her dog inside. This is Seamus / looking 

out at the stars, she explains” (29).  In her daughter’s echoed sentiment, Stice proposes that 

what keeps us grounded (like gravity) is also what brings us back together (like magnets). 

In “As We Look at Real Estate Sites,” Stice reflects her earlier language of a transitory 

lifestyle from “Dog Days” in Gravitational, (“existence of a life lived out in a rental property” (21)), 

but now, in Magnetic, the language is hopeful: 

 

potted plants scattered around 

this rented yard one of these days 

 

you say we will load terracotta 

rooted flowers and herbs 

onto a moving van one last time (88) 
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In this magnetic rejoining of things, Stice’s speaker and her audience regain control and an 

ability to move forward out of the in-between where we were subject to the Operational, 

Gravitational, Defensive, Frictional, Tensile, and Magnetic forces. 

 As I read through Lisa Stice’s Forces, I found myself taken through the moments of my 

own life when I have been subject to the operational or the frictional within and outside the 

military.  Her work challenges our perceptions of control and dependency.  In her poems, we 

reckon with the passing of time, watching our children and pets grow, our partners leave, and 

our surroundings change.  Most importantly, her collection leaves us with questions of what is 

reasonably sustainable in American military life as a “family business,” as we have come to call it.  

Until we can contend with those questions, Stice offers the military family tools and strategies 

for arming ourselves against (and with) these forces, ultimately allowing ourselves to “take our 

time / stop and stretch our legs / take in the landscape / appreciate the edges” (“Our Lady of the 

Wayside” 99). 
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Among Elms in Ambush. Bruce Weigl. BOA Editions, 2021.  

$17.00, 148 pp. 
Reviewed by Major Todd Chapman 

United States Air Force Academy 
 

e have a word for what cannot be said. Or rather, a word for what cannot be 

expressed. A word that suggests surrender in the face of experience that 

defies articulation. Ineffable.  

Bruce Weigl’s prose poetry collection Among Elms in Ambush pursues the eff of the 

ineffable through its forest of tightly focused narratives. But this eff—what does it look like? A 

series of letters strung together on a perfectly spaced line of type? An image like Ezra Pound or 

William Carlos Williams would compose, deep as water on the red wheelbarrow or blossoms on 

a black bough? Perhaps this eff is not an image at all. Perhaps it is a sound—the one that rings 

in the inner ear without any seeming provocation. The ringing that escalates to something 

material and sinister as the aftershock of an explosion. The hissing whiz of sharp metal slicing 

through time so that a patch of Vietnamese jungle is bleeding all over the present. Or maybe 

this eff is the taste of human kindness, like Rose of Sharon letting a starving father suckle her 

breast at the end of Steinbeck’s Grapes of Wrath. Maybe it is the taste of foreign on the country 

that is the tongue. But then again, maybe the eff is not so sensual at all. It cannot be embraced 

like a lover, friend, daughter or father. The smell of it is elusive—at once the smell of dew-

draped grass in summer, and then again, the smell of cinnamon pinecones in autumn. The 

scents are discrete and nameable yes, but their names arbitrary. These names map the activation 

of olfactory nerves, map the signals’ propagation through the brain, and their careful accretion 

into grey matter strata. A 3D printed model of the eff. The eff in this way is like an asymptote—

W 
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given the data of the senses we can approach it but never quite kiss the line where the eff is 

able. Where the eff is captive. Where the eff is a bird in hand that comes and goes on command. 

The eff is the thing that metaphor was invented for, and it is brave to quest after it. Brave, but 

foolish, perhaps, to chase the occupant of a vehicle that never seems to be inside it, but always 

leaves their impression on the seat. Their heat, their smell. It’s always leaving clues, the eff. And 

though we might pick them up and follow like dutiful detectives, the eff waits for us in ambush. 

It is an ambush that Weigl knows all too well as his collection makes apparent. It is the 

ambush of what you must desperately name, and yet can never escape because “if it’s true what 

they say about the circle, then this will all be over soon, but only to start again” (105). The start 

of losing one’s way and wrecking the car because they forgot they were the one driving (105). 

The start of a flashback “which you think you know” “but you don’t, because of the disguises 

they come in, because of the way their mere appearance is enough to alter the laws of physics in 

your mind momentarily” (109). And when the flashback is done “there’s the flashing-forward 

part that no one ever talks about. A jolt so quick and hard back into the world, you feel as if your 

spine may snap in two. First, you’re there, if only for a second long enough to wreck your mind, 

and then you’re back, so to speak” (109). 

Said plainly, it is the ambush of triggers. Of trauma fragmenting and rearranging 

memory. Said a little less plainly, but a lot more true, it is the quantum loop of trauma. A loop 

that Weigl expertly constructs in “To Him, Who is Me” where the speaker addresses himself as 

an abused adolescent, wondering whether “there is enough time for a life left, or a road I could 

walk down in the dark and be safe” (25). Not just the compression of past and present, but the 

strange way in which past and present mutually reinvent each other. The mature man speaking 

to the adolescent, the shapes and “metal-on-oiled-metal-sound of weapons being readied” 
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infusing this last summer’s nights’ shadows. It is the impossibility of the past possessing the 

present body. It is the horror of the loop’s coming round on itself again and again—the eff 

knows its prey.  

Yet for all the pain in its predation, Weigl shows that the eff’s attacks can also be 

ambushes of joy. Of seeing a great-uncle shave “with such precise perfection” (69) among family 

so at ease “toasting everything, and then nothing” “wanting it all to be in slow motion so it 

would last longer” (68). Moments so profound that the only response is to consider it art (69). 

Joy is thus a moment that returns to us in memory as whole (68) juxtaposed with the memories 

of trauma fragments (68). Weigl’s inclusion of “Watching My Great Uncle Shave” provides the 

essential ballast to the otherwise soul-crushing experience of trauma. And it is a surprise—not 

just because of the darker memories that surround it—but because the straight razor shave is 

the source of joy. Or rather, the witnessing of art in practice is joy. 

And that is how Weigl’s makes the experience of trauma compatible with joy—by 

allowing the reader to witness art in practice. This relationship of trauma and joy is made explicit 

in “Earring” when the speaker searches for a girl’s lost gold earring in the snow. The speaker 

combs “with gloveless hands through the snow as if I were feeling for the edge of a landmine 

trigger” (99). Here the trigger is metaphor for the speaker’s methodical search and for the 

emotional stakes of failure. Hence, the “joy inside of my tears when I find the earring” (99-100). 

The traumatic memory of Vietnam War experience in “Earring” is both the condition for joy—

making it legible as contradistinction—and its vehicle for expression. In this interleaving of joy 

with trauma through memory as metaphor, Weigl demonstrates his mastery of craft. 

Given Weigl’s clear accomplishments in poetry’s many forms, Among Elms in Ambush 

begs the question of prose. One response is that the answer is not particularly important—the 
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value of the work is in its impact, regardless of the form travelled to get there. However, given 

Weigl’s long and distinguished record of poetic achievement, it is clear that Weigl has no need 

of prose. So why choose this form? In response to a question about the various forms he used in 

On the Shores of Welcome Home Weigl answered “what I came to believe then is that for every 

important telling of a thing, there is a most appropriate form” (BOA Editions Exclusive Interview 

with Bruce Weigl). In Among Elms in Ambush, Weigl’s prose-poems steal the narrative promise 

of ending’s sense and wed it to the acceptance of mystery. Wed it to the acceptance of traumas 

and joys, war and its afterlives, the home country and Vietnam. Weigl marries the stirrings in the 

liminal spaces that follow and underscore every line of verse to the narrative beginning’s implicit 

promise of resolution. Weigl thus initiates a loop of sense—a mystery to be experienced—in 

order for it to be completed in, through, and by the reader. This is why the form works so well. It 

gives trauma’s hijack of memory, its searing fragments, a path to the present where joy in the 

tears from finding an earring in the snow and the trigger of a landmine’s wire can coexist. Where 

fields between elms are as likely a place for the car to end up as a VA hospital. Weigl’s form 

shepherds us through the thicket of lived experience as journey to mystery. Thus, in the end, the 

prose-poem form of Among Elms in Ambush is not a quest for the eff, to finally capture it in 

words. No, Among Elms in Ambush is a quest for transformation. A quest to contextualize the 

traumas of lived experience so that they can be encountered. Be made tactile and sensible. A 

quest to make the eff mean the searing pain of war, its flashbacks and hollows, but its beauty 

too: human kindness to a prostitute; elegies for beloved friends; a fall in a foreign fishing hole 

where compassionate people pull you out. The form creates space for the eff to ambush us. And 

in being ambushed you realize that the forest that is Among Elms in Ambush will never fully 

leave you—it, and the eff, will pounce on you when you least expect it. 


